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Integrated Benef its 
Technology Drives  
Accuracy, Efficiency  
and Growth
Integrated solutions grow more popular  
as employers increasingly see the  
value of streamlining employee benefits tech
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The use of technology by companies to manage employee benefits (EB) may be commonplace in today’s 
market, but many of these companies are using non-integrated solutions for all or part of the process. 
This can lead to a host of challenges, such as compatibility issues, a lack of flexibility, redundancy and, 
most important, employee frustration. Many of these concerns can be addressed by taking an integrated 
approach to the multiple areas that fall under the EB umbrella.

To get an in-depth understanding of the value of simplifying benefits technology as well as the awareness, 
perceptions and interest in integrated solutions, Equitable commissioned Arizent/Employee Benefit News 
to conduct a survey of HR professionals with decision-making responsibility for EB technology. The results 
indicate that integrated technology solutions are becoming increasingly crucial in EB management and are 
already very much top of mind for survey participants.

As such, brokers should position themselves to play a key role in understanding and explaining the options 
available to their clients. Employers are looking to identify the best technology and the best set of products 
for their employees. Brokers can help them choose a benefits admin platform that offers a robust solution 
and integration with other sources as needed. 

Consider these high-level research findings:

●  Seven in 10 respondents not currently doing so expressed an interest in using an integrated solution for 
HR and/or EB

●  57% of respondents report that they are likely to purchase an integrated solution within the next 12 
months

●  The main driver for employers who have already made the switch to an integrated benefits solution is 
streamlining processes (96%)

●  For those employers in the EB technology consideration phase, the feature that is most important is 
government compliance (90%)

●  Among integrated benefits technology users, reporting is considered to be the most important feature 
(97%)

Integrated tech solutions are making a mark
HR departments are tasked with a complex mix of different functions, ranging from payroll and EB admin 
to time/labor management and talent management. So, it’s not surprising that employers are interested in 
streamlining the technology that underpins their benefits management to help reduce costs and improve 
process efficiencies, thereby delivering better value to their employees.

However, while 85% of respondents are familiar with integrated EB technology solutions, only 19% actually 
have one. Most of these organizations use between 1 and 3 technology tools for various HR functions 
and/or benefits admin, with many averaging closer to 3. Based on open-ended feedback from survey 
participants, these solutions may be poorly integrated if they are integrated at all. 

The good news is that many HR professionals are starting to consider more streamlined options. One 
respondent notes that an integrated solution “improves business management and functionality, as well 
as the employee experience.” Another highlights taking an integrated approach “for purposes of efficiency, 
cost saving, and the ability to support my organization’s growth.”

This shift in perspective is reflected in the fact that seven in 10 respondents not currently doing so 
expressed an interest in using an integrated solution for HR and/or EB (see Figure 1). These employers 
present brokers with a real opportunity to take the lead on education and provide them with different 
technology options to meet their needs. HR professionals are not necessarily going to have that expertise 
or the review time  — particularly at smaller organizations where they may wear many hats  — so the broker 
needs to offer a perspective and the current best-fit options.

“While 85% of 
respondents 
are familiar 
with integrated 
EB technology 
solutions, only 19% 
actually have one.” 
Broker Tip: Take the lead on 
educating clients on the different 
technology options available to 
meet their needs.
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Developing this type of subject matter expertise is vital for a broker, who should expend the time and 
energy to understand the employer, evaluate what they are offering to their employees and formulate 
a perspective on what could be a better way of operating. By looking at current systems and reviewing 
growth plans, brokers can recommend opportunities for employers to gain efficiencies through benefits 
technology implementation.

When integrating, start with payroll
At 81%, the number of respondents without an integrated benefits technology solution is high. However, 
they certainly express an interest  — the majority (57%) of these respondents report that they are likely to 
purchase an integrated solution within the next 12 months. In terms of priorities, 59% say that payroll is 
the most important HR function that they are looking to integrate within one solution; EB admin is a close 
second at 55%; and HR admin third at 45% (see Figure 2). Brokers can become an important part of their 
clients’ overall decision-making process by discussing how integrated technology can help streamline 
these and other HR functions.

“57% of 
organizations 
without an 
integrated benefits 
technology 
solution are likely 
to purchase one 
within the next 12 
months.” 
Broker Tip: Understand the 
integrated options available 
so you are your clients’ go-to 
resource for all benefits needs.

43%
Extremely/very interested

27%
Somewhat interested

11%
Not at all/not very interested

Figure 1: Interest in an Integrated Technology Solution for HR/Benefits Administration

Source: Arizent/Employee Benefit News, March 2019
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Source: Arizent/Employee Benefit News, March 2019

Figure 2: Importance of Integrating HR Functions into One Technology Solution

19%
Already using a single  
vendor/carrier for some HR  
functions and or benefits admin
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Separate solutions create barriers
Dissatisfaction with utilizing separate technology is a pervasive issue among employers. Survey participants 
itemize several factors, including: “plugging in data manually from timesheet software to payroll, and from 
benefits admin to payroll”; “cross training and different access for different people”; and “having the systems 
coordinate.”

Some of the main drivers for employers who have already made the switch to an integrated benefits 
solution were streamlining processes (96%), having a single source of employee information (96%) and 
reducing errors and improving accuracy (92%) (see Figure 3). 

For those employers in the consideration phase, the features that are most important are government 
compliance (90%), ease of administrations (89%) and payroll admin (88%) (see Figure 4). 

“While companies 
of all sizes are 
interested in 
integration, 
the larger the 
organization, 
the greater the 
interest in the 
potential benefits.” 
Broker Tip: Recognize that one 
size may not fit all with benefits 
technology and be ready with 
solutions that suit different sizes 
and types of organizations.

Figure 4: Importance of Integrated Benefits Technology Features during 
Consideration Phase
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Source: Arizent/Employee Benefit News, March 2019

Figure 3: Significant Factors when Selecting Integrated Benefits Technology
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Source: Arizent/Employee Benefit News, March 2019
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Integration equals simplification
Survey respondents are clear about what they can gain from integration. “It reduces double entry so you 
are less prone to errors,” says one employer. “With single sign-on for employees, there’s no need to visit 
and log into multiple systems to get what they need,” comments another.

While integration appeals to companies of all sizes, the larger the organization, the greater the interest in 
taking advantage of the potential benefits. Brokers should learn to speak to the different sizes and types of 
organizations they work with to ensure they understand their unique business needs and that they are helping 
them select the technologies that not only fit best, but are also scalable to accommodate future growth.

It’s important for brokers to be aware that one size may not fit all when it comes to benefits technology. 
The solutions that a carrier or vendor bring to the table for a 50-person organization might not suit the 
needs of a 500-person organization. A broker needs to be educated about the breadth of solutions 
available in the marketplace to offer guidance to their employers on what might work best for their 
particular situation.

Technology solutions support business prioritization
Many employers recognize that transitioning to integrated benefits technology solutions represents a 
step forward in simplifying EB management, but there are still teething problems to overcome. “Getting 
enhancements made may be at the top of our list, but not theirs. They [providers] do focus a lot on client 
feedback, but it takes time to make changes,” says one respondent. “It’s hard to do all things well, so 
there are some parts [of our technology system] that are great and others that could definitely use some 
improvement,” notes another.

The need to purchase all modules for maximum integration, the effectiveness of all functions, the necessity 
to make regular updates and the steepness of employee learning curves are other challenges survey 
respondents who have made the transition to integrated EB solutions say they face.

Among integrated benefits technology users, reporting is considered to be the most important feature 
(97%), followed by compliance (96%) and ease of administration (96%) (see Figure 5). Unfortunately 
current solutions in many cases fall short of expectations according to these same users, who report gaps 
in effectiveness nearly across the board, as seen in Figure 5. When recommending integrated benefits 
solutions, brokers should be aware of their clients’ expectations when it comes to certain technology 
features and investigate providers that are able to best deliver on those feature needs.

“47% of employers 
who are unlikely 
to purchase 
an integrated 
solution within 
the next 12 months 
say that not having 
the budget is their 
biggest obstacle.” 
Broker Tip: Prepare a benefits 
technology audit that takes into 
account both the hard and soft 
costs of implementing a solution.

Figure 5: Importance/Effectiveness of Integrated Technology Features Among Users 

Source: Arizent/Employee Benefit News, March 2019
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Obstacles to technology integration remain
Although the majority of survey participants express interest in integrated benefits technology, not all 
respondents are fully ready for this stage. 43% of respondents who are not using an integrated solution 
say they are unlikely to purchase one within the next 12 months due to obstacles, including: not having the 
budget (47%); not enough cost reduction/ROI (29%); and not seeing the need (24%) (see Figure 6). For 
these employers, brokers should still do a benefits technology audit to see if these assumptions hold true 
when hard and soft costs (employee time and usage for example) are taken into account. 

The future of EB lies in technology integration
Technology options across all industries and in all functional areas continue to improve and expand at 
a rate not seen before. The area of employee benefits is no exception, and smart employers should be 
on the lookout for technology options that can reduce errors, improve efficiency, enhance the employee 
experience and simplify their day-to-day operations. Smart brokers can help these employers succeed in 
their efforts by doing their homework on the latest options, auditing their clients’ benefits technology and 
proposing the options that will allow their clients to not only improve the status quo, but set them up for 
thoughtful growth.

For more information on integrated EB solutions, please check out the other content available at   
https://www.employeebenefitadviser.com/benefit-technology-resource-center

For integrated technology solutions available from a trusted partner,   
visit https://equitable.com/powerfullysimple

Broker Tips on 
Integrated Benefits 
Technology for 
Clients
Consider these points when 
investigating benefits technology for 
the employers you work with. 

1. How many systems is your client 
using now for payroll, EB and HR admin 
and time and talent management? 
Do these systems work together 
efficiently?

2. How much manual data entry and/
or rekeying data is required to get a 
full benefits picture for your client? 
What is the time lag/how current is 
the picture? Is it even possible to get 
a comprehensive picture of relevant 
elements? 

3. Are additional update or modules 
needed to get your client’s system in 
working order? Would a change in 
system or systems make more sense 
than piecemeal updates or system 
“band-aids”?

4. Have you considered the breadth 
of provider options, such as both 
vendors and carriers for technology 
systems that will work best for your 
particular client? 

5. Do you fully understand what your 
client’s needs are when it comes to 
benefits technology features, and have 
you taken into consideration the client’s 
industry, size and growth plans? 

6. Have you explained to your 
client all of the different benefits 
areas (payroll, EB admin, etc.) that can 
be set up to work together through 
integration? 

7. Is your client set up for success 
if they are implementing any new 
technology (e.g., have you helped 
them arrange employee access and 
training)?

Figure 6: Why an Organization Is Not Likely to Purchase Integrated Benefits Technology 

Source: Arizent/Employee Benefit News, March 2019
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About Arizent
Arizent provides full custom B2B research solutions for marketers, agencies and other targeting business 
sectors, such as accounting, banking, payments, mortgage, insurance, HR/employee benefits and wealth 
management. Arizent’s B2B media brands include Accounting Today, Financial Planning, American Banker, 
The Bond Buyer and Employee Benefit News.

Methodology
In February and March of 2019, Arizent/Employee Benefit News conducted an online survey of 401 HR 
professionals. The study, commissioned by Equitable, had the following requirements for participants: 
manager level or above; benefits technology decision-making responsibility; organization size of 10 to 500 
employees; organization 2018 gross receipts of $250,000; and organization usage of at least one software 
solution for HR functions.

Equitable is the brand name of Equitable Holdings, Inc. and its family of companies, including Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company (Equitable Financial) (NY, NY); 
Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company of America (Equitable America), an AZ stock company with main administrative headquarters in Jersey City, NJ; Equitable Advisors, 
LLC (member FINRA, SIPC) (Equitable Financial Advisors in MI & TN); and Equitable Distributors, LLC. The obligations of Equitable Financial and Equitable America are backed 
solely by their claims-paying abilities. All group insurance products are issued either by Equitable Financial or Equitable America, which have sole responsibility for their 
insurance and claims-paying obligations. Some products are not available in all states.
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